We have measured quantitatively the anisotropy of the electronacoustical phonon scattering in n-germanium in rive directions of the (lTD) plane utilizing tunneling junctions for calibrated detection of the phonon radiation emitted from a small avalanche breakdown region in the germanium surfa-c€. For comparison and evaluation of phonon focusing a constantan heater and a tunneling junction were also used as phonon sources. A similar eXperiment has been reported by A. Zylbersztejn /1/. but he could only compare the ratio of the amplitudes of longitudinal and transverse phonon pulses in a given crystal direction to the calculation.
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Our sample vas doped vith Sb [3x10 14 cm-3] • the schematic arrangement is shown in Fig.1 . The avalanche hea.ter consisted of tvo alloyed n+n contacts 0.5 mm wide. The signalS were generated by current pulses in the [OO~ direction. This implies the same electron temperature Te and the same electron density in each valley of' the conduction band. The Constantan film. as veIl as the Sn-SnOx-Sn tunneling junction had the same area as the avalanche heater. The sample vas immersed into liquid helium at 2K. CUrrent pulses of 0.4 us at a repetition rate of 4 kHz vere applied. The signals of the avalanche beater received by the tunneling junctions are shown in Fig. 1 . E. Conwell /2/ calculated the anisotrpy of the steady state phonOD distribution for an isotropic many valley semiconductor. In our calcw.ations ve took into account the anisotropy of' the sound velocity and evaluated the electron phonon matrix elements for the special case of phonon propagation in the (lio) plane from interpolation formulas given by C. Herring and E. Vogt /3/. The contributions of' the two transverse modes were calculated separately. To calculate the phonon rate detected by the jlUlction we may vrite 31. w. REUPERT 
. 4.
",here Nqp is the steadz. state number of phonons of polarization p and wave vector q and Nqp thermal equilibrium number smal1 compared to Nqp at helium temperatures.Z(') is the phonon density of states. The rele.xation time 't'" vas identified vith the signa.l rise time of about .2 us (the response time of the receiving tunneling junctions is much faster at 2 K). The lower limit of integration is given by the spectral sensitivity of the ttUlneling junction (24 is the energy gap of tin). For electron temperatures below Te = lOOK we found that the number of phonons with energy E> 4t. is negligible. The tunneling junction operates as a phonon counter in this energy interval.
The normalized signa.ls of the Constantan heater and the tunnelling junction were compared to the theoretical values for an isotropic phonon source taking into account the geometrical factors and phonon focusing values for LiF /4/2 which should be valid for Ge wi thin a few percent. We found good agrement and took the measured focusing factors to elimina.te phonon focusing hom the signals of the avalanche heater. In the saturation range of the avalanche breakdO'lo'T1, when the donors are ionized, the kinetic energy of the hot electror.s can be estimated from the ionization energy of the Sb donors (9.1meV) corresponding to 75 K. Fig.2 shows the good agreement of the calculated phonon distribution for Te = 15 K vith measured values in the saturation range. In accordance to theory the anisotropy of the phonon distribution increased with decreasing input pav-er (that means decreasing Te)' At the beginning of the avalanche breakdo'Wll 'ole estimate from experiment Te '" 30 K. To estimate the electron temperature v-e evaluated the longitudinal phonon signals because of a background signal of the transverse phonons rapidly increasing .. ith growing input power of the avalanche heater. This background was not seen at corresponding powers of the Constantan heater and may be a property of the avalanche heater. 
